Designing a causally consistent protocol for geo-distributed partial replication
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Abstract

Modern internet applications require scalability to millions of clients, response times in the tens of milliseconds, and availability in the presence of partitions, hardware faults and even disasters. To obtain these requirements, applications are usually geo-replicated across several data centres (DCs) spread throughout the world, providing clients with fast access to nearby DCs and fault-tolerance in case of a DC outage. Using multiple replicas also has disadvantages, not only does this incur extra storage, bandwidth and hardware costs, but programming these systems becomes more difficult.

To address the additional hardware costs, data is often partially replicated, meaning that only certain DCs will keep a copy of certain data, for example in a key-value store it may only store values corresponding to a portion of the keys. Additionally, to address the issue of programming these systems, consistency protocols are run on top ensuring different guarantees for the data, but as shown by the CAP theorem, strong consistency, availability, and partition tolerance cannot be ensured at the same time. For many applications availability is paramount, thus strong consistency is exchanged for weaker consistencies allowing concurrent writes like causal consistency. Unfortunately these protocols are not designed with partial replication in mind and either end up not supporting it or do so in an inefficient manner. In this work we will look at why this happens and propose a protocol designed to support partial replication under causal consistency more efficiently.

1. Partial replication

Partial replication is becoming essential in geo-replicated systems to avoid spending uncesessary resources on storage and networking hardware. Implementing partial replication is more difficult than deciding how many replicas to have because protocols for data consistency must hide the organisation of replicas so that the programmer sees the data as a single continuous store. Furthermore ensuring consistency with partial replication does not always easily scale, as it often requires additional communication between nodes not involved in the operations. For example, in [8], Saeida shows that a scalable implementation of partial replication, namely one that ensures genuine partial replication [9] is not compatible with the snapshot-isolation consistency criterion. Differently, this work focuses on causal consistency which allows concurrent writes and uses meta-data propagation instead of synchronisation to ensure consistency, but even in this case, implementing partial replication in a scalable way is not a straightforward.

1.1 Causal consistency and partial replication

While protocols ensuring causal consistency are generally efficient when compared to strongly consistent ones, they often do not support partial replication by default or if they do, limit scalability by requiring coordination with nodes that do not replicate the values updated during propagation. Within the standard structure of these protocols, updates are performed locally, then propagated to all other replicas where they are applied respecting their causal order, which is given by session order and reads-from order or can be defined explicitly. Given the asynchrony of the system, propagated updates might arrive out of causal order at external replicas, thus before they are applied a dependency check must be performed to ensure the correctness. This check is based on ordering meta-data that is propagated along with the updates or through separate messages [2].
The best known structure of this meta-data are vector-clocks where each totally-ordered participant is given a vector-clock entry and each of their updates are assigned a unique increasing scalar value. Since these geo-replicated systems can have a large number of participants, they often use slightly different representations of the vector-clocks. For example, certain protocols use vectors with one entry per DC [13], or one entry per partition of keys [3], or use vectors that can be trimmed based on update stability or the organisation of the partitions of keys across DCs [3]. Other than vector clocks other approaches exist including real time clocks [5], or to track reads of memory locations [6] or operations [7] up to the last update performed by this client.

Interestingly, all of these mechanisms create (over) approximations of the dependencies of each operation, i.e. from this meta-data you cannot tell exactly what the causal dependencies for this operation are, but for correctness they cover at minimum all the dependencies. For example when using a single vector entry per server, all operations from separate clients connected to this server will be totally ordered even if they access disjoint sets of data.

Such systems use these approximations primarily because precise tracking of dependencies would not scale as the size of the meta-data would grow up to the order of the number of objects or users in the systems (depending on how dependencies are tracked). The issue with over approximating dependencies is that the dependency check might have wait on more dependencies than necessary, allowing the client to read stale versions of the data. Fortunately though this does not block the progress of clients as updates are replicated outside of the critical path.

1.2 Partial replication and approximate dependencies

This approximate tracking of dependencies also creates an unintended effect of making partial replication more costly.

To see why this happens, consider the example shown in figure 1 where a protocol is used that tracks dependencies using a version vector with an entry per server. Assume this protocol supports partial replication by only sending updates and meta-data to the servers that replicate the concerned object. In this example there are two DCs $DC_A$ and $DC_B$ each with 2 servers: $A_1$ and $A_2$ at $DC_A$ and $B_1$ and $B_2$ at $DC_B$. Server $A_1$ replicates objects $x_1$ and $x_2$, server $B_1$ replicates objects $x_2$ and $x_3$ while server $A_2$ replicates objects $y_1$ and $y_2$ and server $B_2$ replicates objects $y_2$ and $y_3$. The system starts in an initial state where no updates have performed. Consider then that a client performs an update $u_1$ on object $x_1$ at server $A_1$, resulting in the client having a dependency vector of $[1, 0, 0, 0]$, with the 1 in the first entry of the vector representing the update $u_1$ at $A_1$. Since $x_1$ is not replicated elsewhere the update stays locally at $A_1$. Following this, the client performs an update $u_2$ on object $y_2$ at server $A_2$, returning a dependency vector of $[1, 1, 0, 0]$. The update $u_2$ is then propagated asynchronously to $B_2$, where upon arrival a dependency check is performed. Since the dependency vector includes a dependency from $A_1$, before applying the update, $B_2$ must check with $B_1$ that it has received any updates covered by this dependency in case they were on a key replicated by $B_1$. But since $B_1$ has not heard from $A_1$ it does not know if the update was delayed in the network, or if the update involved an object it does not replicate. Thus $B_1$ must send a request to $A_1$ checking that is has received the necessary update. $A_1$ will then reply that it is safe because $u_1$ did not modify an object replicated by $B_1$, which will then be forwarded to $B_2$ at which time $u_2$ can be safely applied. Notice that if dependencies were tracked precisely, this additional round of dependency checks would not be necessary as the dependency included with $u_2$ would let the server know that it only depended on keys not replicated at $DC_B$.

While this is a simple example that one could imagine easily fixing, different workloads and topologies can create complex graphs of dependencies that are not so easily avoided. Furthermore, current protocols designed for full replication do not take any additional measures specifically to minimize this cost, instead they suggest to send the meta-data to every DC as if it was fully replicated either in a separate channel [2] or simply without the update payload. In effect using no specific design patterns to take advantage of partial replication.

2. An initial approach

The goal of this work then is to develop a protocol supporting partial replication and providing performance equal to fully replicated protocols in a full replication setting, while minimising dependency meta-data and checks in a partial replication setting. We will now give a short description of the main mechanisms used to design this algorithm. It should be noted that these mechanisms are common to many protocols supporting causal consistency, except here they are combined in a way with the goal of supporting partial replication.

- **Update identification** Vector clocks are the most common way to support causality. To avoid linear growth of vector clocks in the number of (client) replicas, we apply a similar technique as in the work of Zawirski et al. [13]. Each entry in a vector represents a DC, or more precisely a cluster within a DC. Modified versions of protocols such as ClockSI [4] or a DC- local service handing out logical timestamps, such as a version counter, can be used to induce a total order to the updates issued at this DC, which can then be represented in the DC’s vector entry.

For causality tracking, each update is associated with its unique timestamp given by its home DC, plus a vector clock describing its dependencies. To provide session guarantees such as causally consistent reads when interacting with clients, the client keeps a vector reflecting its
previous observed values and writes. The system then ensures that clients may only read values containing all dependencies given this vector.

Given that in partial replication a DC might not replicate all objects, certain reads will have to be forwarded to other DCs where the object being read is replicated. The receiving DC then uses the client’s dependency vector to generate a consistent version of the object that is then forwarded to be cached at the DC the client is connected to.

• Disjoint safe-time metadata In general, most protocols ensure causal consistency by not making updates from external DCs visible locally to clients until all updates causally preceding it have been received. When objects are replicated at all DCs this is fairly straightforward as all dependent updates are expected to be received. This is not always the case in partial replication since only the replicated dependent operations should be received, which could result in additional messages or dependency checks (see figure 1 for an example of why these additional checks would be needed), something which we are trying to avoid in order to have an efficient implementation.

To avoid these additional dependency checks and metadata, the key insight in this work is to perform the dependency calculation at the origin DC and not the receiving DCs. Updates are still sent directly to their sibling replicas at other DCs, but they are not made visible to readers at the receiving DC until the origin DC confirms that its dependencies have been received i.e. the origin DC tracks which of its updates are safe to make visible at the receiver. At the origin DC, updates issued up to a time \( t \) are considered safe to apply at a receiving DC when all of the origin DC’s servers have sent all their updates on the replicated objects of the receiver items up to time \( t \). To keep track of this, a server at the origin DC communicates with each local server, keeping track of the time of the latest updates sent to external DCs, and once it has heard from each local server that time \( t \) is safe, this information is then propagated to the external DCs as a single message. Doing this avoids unnecessary cross-DC dependency checks and meta-data propagation, saving computation and network bandwidth. The negative consequence of this is that the observable data at the receiving DC might be slightly more stale than in the full replication case because the receiving DC has to wait until the sending DC has let it know that this data is safe. Such a delay can be seen as a consequence of tracking dependencies approximately as seen in the example in figure 1.

• Local writes to non-replicated keys Given that causal consistency allows for concurrent writes, in order to ensure low latency and high availability a DC will accept writes for all objects, including those that it does not replicate. Using the vector clocks and metadata as described above this can be done without any additional synchronisation by just assigning unique timestamps to these updates that are reflected in the vector of the local DC. These updates can then be safely logged and made durable even in the case of network partition.

• Atomic writes and snapshot reads Beyond simple key-value operations, the protocol provides a weak form of transactions which allows to group reads and updates together and supporting CRDT objects [10]. Atomic writes...
can be performed at the local DC using a 2-phase commit mechanism without contacting the remote replicas in order to allow for low latency and high availability. The updates are then propagated to the other DCs using the total ordered dependency metadata described previously ensuring their atomicity. (Note that atomic updates can include keys not replicated at the origin DC.) Causally consistent snapshot reads can be performed at a local DC by reading values according to a consistent vector clock, where reads of data items not replicated at the local DC are performed at another DC using the same vector clock.

Using these mechanisms allow partial or full replication with causal consistency while limiting the amount of unnecessary inter-DC meta-data traffic. All DCs are able to accept writes to any key, and causally consistent values can be read as long as one replica is available. Additionally the way the keys are partitions within a DC is transparent to external DCs, allowing this to be maintained locally.

An implementation of this protocol [12] is being developed within Antidote [11], the research platform for the SyncFree FP7 project, which is built on top of Riak-core [1] designed for testing scalable geo-replicated protocols.

Finally, it is important to note that while this protocol helps mitigate some of the costs of implementing partial replication in previous protocols, it does not completely solve the problem. It still uses imprecise representation of dependencies, which can still lead to false dependencies (that are checked locally within the sending DC) and can result in reading stale values that might otherwise be safe to read. Further studies are still needed and novel approaches using different mechanisms to see if these costs can be avoided entirely.
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